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Abstract 

 

 The purpose of this research project was to examine if there is any trend in the length of the 

aquaporin positive segment of the descending thin limb of the loop of henle compared to total loop 

length. Species-dependent variations in the fractional length of the aquaporin-positive segment 

may be a factor in the species-dependent degree of urine concentration in kidneys. This project 

involved examining the loops of henle of the Kangaroo Rat. The percentage of the aquaporin 

positive section of these rats is of interest because it was found that Kangaroo rats have a greater 

aquaporin positive percentage of the descending thin limb than other rats such as the 

Munich-Wistar Rat. Previous studies show different mechanisms in the different depths of the 

inner medulla which contribute to the active concentration of urea. It was found that there is indeed 

a trend in the length of the aquaporin-1 positive segments compared to loop length, however this 

trend is not followed for all loop lengths.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Introduction 

 

 The kidney functions as a mediator in water, ion, and hormone balance in addition to 

filtering waste to be eliminated. This is all achieved through a functional unit in the kidney called a 

nephron. The unit, while microscopic on its own, is very effective when repeated up to and 

sometimes above a million times per kidney. The nephron lies across three sections of the kidney, 

the cortex, outer medulla, and inner medulla.  

 In the cortex lies Bowman’s capsule, which holds the glomerulous and a ball of capillaries 

extending from the afferent arteriole. These capillaries carry blood which is filtered by the 

glomerulu, and this plasma filtrate passes through the nephron. Once in the tubule system, the 

filtrate goes through the juxtamedullary nephron (JMN) and the proximal convoluted tubule (PCT) 

before it reaches the outer medulla. Here 

the PCT becomes the proximal straight 

tubule (PST). The loop of henle starts in 

the outer medulla and ends in the inner 

medulla beginning with the initial part of 

the descending thin limb (DTL) which 

contains an aquaporin positive segment. 

This allows water to passively flow 

through the water channels from the 

tubule lumen to interstitum , down an 

osmotic concentration gradient via 

osmosis, to dilute the filtrate. The lower Figure 1. Diagram of a nephron; functional unit of the kidney.  

 



 

 

section of the DTL is aquaporin negative and is impermeable to transepithelial water flow, 

becoming the prebend, bend, then the ascending thin limb (ATL). The DTL’s and the ATL’s are 

surrounded by descending and ascending vasa recta (DVR and AVR respectively). These are 

capillary networks within the kidney that carry blood in a descending or ascending direction.  

The ATL is not permeable to water, but instead ions, specifically sodium and chloride. 

These ions travel passively into the medullary interstitum of the kidney, like water in the DTL’s, 

down their concentration gradient via channels. The ATL becomes the ascending thick limb in the 

outer medulla, then the distal convoluted tubule, and initial collecting tubule (ICT) in the cortex. 

Several ICT’s group to form the cortical collecting tubule which then forms the collecting duct 

which ends at the tip of the renal pyramids in the medulla and empties its contents into the minor 

calices.  

 The content it empties is urine, which is a solution that may be hypertonic to the plasma it 

is initially formed from. With this knowledge we know that the kidneys have an imperative role in 

concentration of urine, which is important so we do not dehydrate. It has been shown and is widely 

accepted that an osmotic gradient moves water and solutes through the DTL and the ATL 

respectively, but this says nothing about the concentration mechanism.  

 Pannabecker et. al proposed two math models that may be ways to concentrate the urine. 

One is called the pipe mode and the other is called solute secretion mode. In the pipe mode, the 

aquaporin negative segment of the descending thin limb, including the prebend, would be 

impermeable to water and solutes, whereas in the solute secretion mode, the descending thin limb 

and prebend would be permeable to urea but not water. The permeability to urea would allow urea 

to enter the DTL passively. The pipe mode would allow for urea to enter through the ATL and 

solutes to leave. Solute expulsion from the tubule lumen would be greater than the entrance of urea 



 

 

thus making the interstitial space between all the nephrons very concentrated. Collecting ducts are 

permeable to water via aquaporin 2 (AQP2) and when the solution within the nephron passes 

through the collecting duct, large amounts of water would diffuse out thus leaving the urine 

concentrated. This model, which can be attributed to the general population still doesn’t account 

for the cases in which urine is very concentrated in some rat species.  

 For now it is unknown what happens in the mechanisms for extremely concentrated urine, 

however three dimensional structure is able to give us a clue. Pannabecker et al proposed 

countercurrent systems. In the inner medulla, there is a central cluster of collecting ducts whose 

purpose is to concentrate the urine via the solute secretions from the ATL as mentioned earlier in 

the explanation of the pipe model.  Secondly, the purpose of having the AQP1-positive segment 

of the DTL in the superficial portion of the inner medulla may be to concentrate the solution before 

reaching the central collecting duct which would be releasing water in order to concentrate the 

urine. This would be released into the the interstitial space less making it have less osmolarity and 

concentration in the DTL would not be as effective.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Methods 

Labeling tissue with antibodies 

 The Kangaroo Rat was collected in the wild. They were then brought back to the lab and 

euthanized and the kidneys used were dissected from the rats. The kidneys were sent out to a 

different lab, which has the technology to cut the kidneys into microscopic sections. The kidneys 

were sliced into serial sections one micrometer thick and every fifth section was mounted on a 

slide. The kidney was either mounted one or four per slide depending on the request of the 

professor.  These slides were then sent back to the lab at the University of Arizona and were 

labeled with antibodies that bind to the proteins that are expressed in a segment-specific manner.  

 To prepare the slides, first the tissue location on the glass slide must be marked with a 

diamond etching pen. The tissue is so small that after its protective paraffin coat has been removed, 

it is very difficult to see. Then after this has been done a wax border is applied around the tissue in 

order to keep the antibodies and chemicals which will be used on the tissue in a centralized area.  

 The process to start labeling the tissue was to deparaffinize the tissue. This protective coat 

is removed with an etching solution which is a combination of solid sodium hydroxide (0.50 

grams) is combined with 5 mL of propylene oxide and 5 mL of 200 proof ethanol. These chemicals 

are placed in a beaker with a stir-bar and covered with paraffin because ethanol is highly volatile. 

This is then stirred for approximately ten minutes. Then each slide is flooded with this solution 

making sure to add more if it evaporates too quickly. It is important to keep the tissue moist at all 

times because if it became dry, the labeling of the tissue will not be as effective. After three 

minutes the etching solution is then cleaned off by placing the slides in a coplin jar with 200 proof 

ethanol for one minute, then rinsed three times with H20 for a minute each. This jar is rocked 

gently in order to keep the fluids moving. The slides are then taken out of the coplin jar and placed 



 

 

on a paper towel and are flooded with PBS/0.2% Triton for two minutes. 1% SDS in PBS is then 

added for 5 minutes. Then the tissues are washed again three times with PBS/0.2% Triton. The 

slides are then ready to be labeled with antibodies 

 A solution called BDT is prepared, which is the solvent for the antibodies. The total 

volume of what you prepare depends on the amount of slides you label. To create the smallest 

amount, 500 micro liters of BDT, 114 micro liters of 22% BSA, 114 micro liters of 2X PBS, 266 

micro liters of 1X PBS, 5 micro liters of 100% normal donkey serum, and 1 micro liter of triton is 

used. 50 micro liters is the applied to all slides with no antibodies for ten minutes. While this is 

occurring, the antibody solution can be prepared. 50 micro liters will be applied to each slide again. 

In order to label five slides, 250 micro liters will be placed in a sterile microtube. Aquaporin 1 

(chicken) 1:100, Aquaporin 2 (goat) 1:200, and ClCK (rabbit) 1:200 (for DTL, collecting ducts, 

and prebend and ATL chloride channel labeling respectively) are then placed into the microtube 

with the BDT. The amounts would be 2.5, 

1.25 and 1.25 micro liters respectively for 

250 micro liters of BDT.  

 These slides, after the antibody 

solution has been placed on them, are put in 

a wet chamber. To create a wet chamber, a 

wet paper towel is placed in the bottom of a 

plastic container, similar to a ziplock food 

storage container, making sure any excess 

water is drained. This is then taken to the  

Figure 2. An example of antibody labeled tissue. Collecting  

ducts located at the tip of the papilla were labeled with AQP2 

antibody.  



 

 

   

cold room (4 degrees celcius) and placed on a rocker and left overnight.  

The next day these slides are taken out and are rinsed with PBS/0.2% triton three times for 

five minutes. Again another antibody solution is made with 250 micro liters of BDT. A 1:100 

donkey anti rabit Cy5, 1:100 donkey anti goat DAPI, 1:100 donkey anti chicken TRITC, and 1:50 

wheat-germ FITC (2.5, 2.5, 2.5, and 5 micro liters respectively). 50 micro liters is applied to each 

slide and is put in the wet box again and is placed in a dark chamber (usually a drawer) for 2 hours. 

When the two hours is up, the slides are washed yet another time with PBS/0.2% triton three time 

for five minutes. The wax border is scraped off, being careful to avoid the tissue in order to have a 

flat surface, and lastly the coverslip is applied. These tissues were then imaged on a microscope by 

other students in the laboratory and photographed at different wavelengths in order to see the 

different labels which were used on the tissues.  

 

Tracing the tissues 

 The program Amira 5.2.0 was used to trace the tissues. After the tissues were visualized 

and photographed using a scope, the tiff images were ordered in a sequential pattern so the tissues 

proximal to each other had sequential numbering. An amira file (.am) is opened alongside the 

images. There are four different sets of images that can be opened. The All images are pictures of 

the kidney as it is with everything labeled. DTLs, ATLs and Chloride Channels are viewed in order 

to, first, follow specific sections and mark them correctly, and, second, there are less tubes per 

image, therefore less room for error when marking them.  

 To mark the tubules, you first create a “Material.” In order to gain information about length 

and section percentage of tubules, they are designated as _1-AQP1null, _1-DTL, and _1-ATL. The 

1 refers to the tubule number, each tubule being labeled a different number.  To choose the 



 

 

tubules, either DTL’s or bend’s were picked out. The tissues were followed all the way through 

and are labeled with their respective dots for DTL, ATL, or AQP1null. The tiff image number was 

recorded in an excel spreadsheet when DTL changed to AQP1null, and then the prebend and bend. 

The dots are visualized in 3 dimensions in the amira program, which allows for an accurate visual 

representation of the organization of tubules in the kidney.  

 Below in Figure 3, is a computer animation of what the final product of the tracing may 

look like, Red portions are the DTL, yellow are the prebend, and green are the ATLS. The large 

transparent blue circles represent the collecting duct clusters.  

 

Figure 3. Representation of the three dimensional anatomy of the rat renal inner medulla. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Results 

 

ID DTL Disappears Prebend Forms Bend Forms Total Microns Percent Positive AQP1 

77 120 243 274 1370 43.8 

78 88 233 260 1300 33.85 

79 123 278 308 1540 39.94 

80 128 279 301 1505 42.52 

83 195 350 376 1880 51.86 

85 60 192 205 1025 29.27 

92 135 353 377 1885 35.81 

93 296 352 358 1790 82.68 

96 235 397 583 2915 40.31 

97 184 320 353 1765 52.12 

98 67 210 232 1160 28.88 

103 422 423 550 2750 76.72 

104 84 227 246 1230 34.15 

105 22 238 256 1280 8.59 

107 155 308 332 1660 46.69 

108 64 211 231 1155 27.71 

112 64 200 223 1115 28.69 

113 170 312 344 1720 49.41 

115 93 223 252 1260 36.90 

119 55 186 205 1025 26.83 

120 95 227 261 1305 36.39 

121 95 237 267 1335 35.58 

122 390 537 547 2735 71.29 

123 135 275 302 1510 44.70 

126 105 254 281 1405 37.37 

133 73 201 231 1155 31.60 

137 66 194 219 1095 30.13 

139 224 444 470 2350 47.66 

140 124 274 298 1490 41.61 

144 74 201 242 1210 30.57 

145 112 273 296 1480 37.84 

Table 1: Spreadsheet used to collect data on information found tracing the tissues and determine AQP1-positive loop 

length.  

 

 In Table 1 you can see that the percent aquaporin positive sections (AQP1 Positive), which 

are the labeled DTL segments, are for the most part between 30 and 50 percent of the entire length 

of the loop of henle. In Figure 4 you can see a clustering of data points between these percentages. 

Loops of longer lengths express AQP1 along a fractional length that reaches 80%. This value is 

considerably longer than the fractional AQP1-positive length of 40% previously reported for the 

Munich-Wistar rat. It can also be seen that most of these aquaporin positive sections become 

aquaporin negative between slides 85 and 200. When the information is looked at graphically, a 



 

 

general positive trend can be 

seen regarding percent 

aquaporin positive segments 

and total loop length shown 

in Figure 4. The greater the 

loop length, the greater the 

percentage of the aquaporin 

positive segment.   

Figure 4. Graphical example of Table 1. The greater the loop length the greater      

the aquaporin positive segment of the loop.  

 

In the specific tissues which were labeled throughout the year, the first Kangaroo Rat 

showed its first expression of chloride channels right above the tip of the papilla, which we labeled 

as zero microns. However, when another Kangaroo Rat kidney was analyzed at a later date, tissues 

were labeled from the tip of the papilla, working 

our way to the cortex, and there was no expression 

of chloride channels by the time we reached forty 

microns from the tip of the papilla. Tissue taken 

from this level of the kidney is shown to the right, 

and you can see a big difference between this 

Figure 2, which has its collecting ducts “lit up” in 

a sense. Here everything is dull.    

    

 

Figure 5. No CLCK (chloride channels of ATL) were 

labeled at 40 microns above the tip of the papilla 
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 To the right, is a functional 

representation of what the tracings of 

the tissue may look like, however due to 

incomplete data, my own figures are not 

able to be shown. The yellow represents 

the aquaporin positive descending thin 

limb, and the green represents the 

CLCK positive sections of the loop. The 

blue are the collecting ducts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Discussion 

 

 The data regarding the aquaporin 1 positive loop length is very consistent in its trend, 

however a few outliers can be seen in the graphical representation of the data. These outliers could 

occur because the tracings were done wrong and they started on one tubule and accidentally 

finished on another tubule. These tubes are very small and it is easy to mislabel them as they move 

throughout the tissue. Another explanation of this could be that there is only consistency within 

that 30-50 percent aquaporin 1 positive region and longer and shorter loop lengths may have their 

own trend which does not follow the main trend seen in this data. It is difficult to decide whether 

this is the case or not because the majority of the tubules fall into this main category. In order to 

examine this further, more data would be needed. It would be beneficial to find as many pre-bends 

as possible in the first third of the inner medulla and do the same for the second and last third, 

follow those tubules all the way through and create graph representing each of the sections and see 

if they have their own trend lines and put them all together and determine if the trend line is 

significantly different in a compilation graph.  

 As stated in the introduction, it is believed that having a longer AQP1 positive fractional 

segment of the DTL is significant in order to raise the tubular fluid osmolality as it descends 

towards the papilla. Having a greater fractional segment of the DTL in the Kangaroo Rat compared 

the Munich Wistar Rat, previously studied by Thomas Pannabecker, would possibly lead to higher 

fluid osmolality and thus a greater degree of urine concentration. The maximum urine osmolality 

seen in Munich-Wistar Rat is 3000 mOsm/kg of water and the Kangaroo rat produces 6000 

mOsm/kg of water.  

 We also determined the depth to which the loops of Henle descend in the tip of the papilla. 



 

 

One kidney form each of two different animals was labeled to determine expression ClCK at the 

bend of the very deepest loops of Henel. Tissues in the first rat showed positive labeling of ClCK 

for what we considered as loops that exist at the very tip of the papilla. Tissues from another rat 

were cut to start creating a set of images to follow and no ClCK labeling of loops was found within 

the deepest 40 micrometers of the papilla tip. It is plausible that there are animal-dependent 

differences in the depth to which loops of Henle descend, possibly arising from genetics 

differences. Antibody contamination was ruled out because the same antibodies used to label these 

tissues were used on other tissue and chloride channels were positively labeled on the second 

tissue. In order to find out whether this is an animal dependent difference and if there is a norm, 

segmentation every 50 micrometers of kidneys from several rats and labeling of them until ClCK 

is expressed should be done. Using this data to see if there is a trend would then allow more 

information on these rats and how to purse future methods of experimentation.   
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